POTENTIAL RISKS TO PREGNANT DUE USE OF MEDICINAL PLANTS
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ABSTRACT

The use of medicinal plants with therapeutic purposes is an ancient practice spread throughout the population for healing and disease prevention. This practice has increased due to the belief that “natural” product is safe. From this mistaken idea, pregnant women often seek natural alternatives to treat symptoms resulting from pregnancy, believing that medicinal plants have no harmful effects on the fetus. However, numerous research show that medicinal plants are not without risks to health and may cause toxicity. Faced with this problem, this study aimed to describe the risks of indiscriminate use of medicinal plants, as a warning, not only for pregnant women, but also to healthcare professionals, so that they orient to the public on the safe use these products.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Pregnancy is an event full of changes. An experiment in which the mother is overwhelmed with intense feelings that can make room for unconscious contents of the mother. Pregnant women have sought ways to provide a safe and healthy pregnancy, seeking their welfare and the baby1.

During pregnancy, the care in relation to health must be doubled, since the exposure of pregnant women to risks, environmental or biological factors can cause complications for both mother and the fetus2.

The use of medicinal plants as a therapeutic resource for the prevention, treatment and cure of this disease is a practice since the dawn of humanity, seeking in nature, the cure for your ills3.

Leite et al. (2008)4, argue that the prevalence of medication use is considered high among all strata and for various classes of drugs. Mainly the drugs frequently used by pregnant women, children and the elderly, do not have sufficient toxicological studies to age and physiological condition. In many cases, the choice of a drug to be used is made or repetition of an old or indication of lay people (neighbors, relatives, friends, clerks pharmacy) recipe, featuring self-medication.

In recent years have also seen a significant increase in products considered by natural population. The concept of natural is related to what is produced by nature, not featuring fireworks, mixture or composition, being something of vegetable origin. Thus, natural products are said to be synonyms of beneficial and safe products, following the popular saying "natural product does no harm to health". This synonym is inadequate, and an erroneous idea of the population, since the medicinal plants are considered xenobiotic agents, i.e. foreign compounds that the human body can indeed bring many complications if used improperly5.

Pregnant women deserve a special focus overall population which encourages the use of medicinal plants, because they believe that will not cause harm to the fetus6. However, especially during the first trimester of pregnancy can occur from congenital malformations, even a spontaneous miscarriage7.

Some medicinal plants have teratogenic and abortifacient potential and its systemic use is contraindicated in the first trimester of pregnancy, by being able to cross the placental barrier and may thus affect the fetus8.

Many people use medicinal plants as an aid for health care practice9. This increase in consumption of medicinal plants, has happened for advertising and promotion in the media and the economic crisis affecting the country, related to the difficult access of the population to health care, ranging from hospital care until obtaining tests and drugs. It is also due to easy access to this type of product that has great marketing in public places such as health food stores and pharmacies1.

Many plants are known to be teratogenic and abortifacient. However, lack of information and publicity can make use of a simple "natural medicine" a serious problem.
Therefore, this study aimed to establish the likelihood of the use of medicinal plants by pregnant women, presenting their potential teratogenic and abortifacient effects, in order to warn of the risks that they are exposing themselves doing the indiscriminate use or even routine these plants.

2. MATERIAL AND METHODS

This study was conducted through a literature review, through the electronic bibliographic databases Google Scholar, Medline and SciELO, using the following keyword combinations: medicinal plants; abortion; pregnancy.

3. LITERATURE REVIEW

During pregnancy, a series of physiological changes that are due to period and may cause unpleasant symptoms occurs to pregnant women. These changes occur due to hormonal factors that change the physiological patterns of functioning of a woman’s body, in order to tailor it to the maternal-fetal complex own organic needs and childbirth.

Based on these changes, symptoms such as nausea, vomiting, constipation and urinary system disorders, with increased frequency of urination, are reasons that can often lead to pregnant women using drugs to relieve these symptoms, they may, be conventional or vegetable origin. It is noteworthy that before using any medication during pregnancy, a detailed analysis of each specific situation must be made, taking into account the risk-benefit.

The main guidance for pregnant women, it would be no use of any medicine, but there is no way to seal the risks of drug therapy in pregnant women, because like most of the population, the mother is also subject to variations requiring drug interventions.

Medicinal plants are significantly important for maintaining the health of the population. From various studies reported in the literature, there is proof of the therapeutic action of plants that are popularly used by a knowledge diffused over several generations.

According to WHO (World Health Organization) medicinal plant is "any plant that has, in one or more organs, substances that can be used for therapeutic purposes or which are precursors of semisynthetic drugs".

The aid for research, technological development and innovation based on Brazilian biodiversity, according to the epidemiological needs of the population, provides an important challenge for the National Policy on Medicinal Plants and Herbal Medicines (NPMP). The NPMP was approved in 2006, encouraging the rational use of medicinal plants and herbal. In Brazil, the National Agency for Sanitary Vigilance is the main organ responsible for the regulation of these products.

The therapy from medicinal plants have been used in various ways for treatment, prevention and cure of diseases. The most common form is tea, which can be prepared by extractive techniques such as infusion, decoction or maceration. Other homemade preparations like syrups, compresses, poultices, baths and potions can also be included as a treatment.

The correct identification of medicinal plants is of utmost importance, since many plants have similarities with each other, and are many popular names, making it difficult to choose. So do not know the safety of its use when a mistaken identification of the plant, intentional or accidental tampering and other contaminants occurs.

In addition to checking the plant, there must be conditions for collection and proper storage, since the plant produces secondary metabolites that represent a chemical connection between medicinal plants and the environment around. Thus, the synthesis of plants can be sensitized by different environmental conditions, the main factors being the day/night cycle, seasons, temperature, age and plant growth, water availability, ultraviolet radiation, nutrients, altitude and air pollution, can have lower or higher concentrations of its assets.

Medicinal plants when used during pregnancy have constituents that can cross the placenta, reach the fetus, and promote serious problems such as teratogenicity, embryo toxicity and even abortion.

Teratogens integrate environmental, physical, chemical and biological agents may cause congenital malformation. Teratogenic effect on the fetus depends on what stage it is, the association between dose and effect, the maternal fetal genotype and specific pathogenic mechanisms of each agent. Thus, the teratogenic effects of the drug for therapeutic purposes, can cross the placenta, reach the fetus, and lead to harmful effects.

Embryonic toxicity it is a change in embryonic development, dependent doses that do not affect the maternal organism. The reaction of the embryo is related to exogenous agents, most often with the same genetic constitution.

Abortion is the termination of pregnancy, the death of the embryo or fetus, from a stimulation of uterine contraction. Among the most used means abortifacient, highlight the infusions and teas made from medicinal plants.

Accordingly, it can be seen that self-medication is indiscriminate alarming, since in most cases no knowledge of the toxicity of the plant. Thus, there may be health risks if there is no assurance that the expected pharmacological properties are obtained, without side effects or adverse.

In Brazil, the State of Rio de Janeiro is one of the few states that has a law that contraindicate the use of...
herbal medicines by pregnant women. This state has a resolution-SES/ RJ No. 1757 of February 18, 2002, which still considers toxic, teratogenic and abortifacient the most varied species of plants with medicinal effects purpose27.

According Mengue et al. (2001)22, plants with reports of abortive action or any other suspected risk during pregnancy are: arruda, cinnamon, horsetail, bushing, Bilberry, purple ipê, herv of Saint Mary, jeriquiti spring mint, Parthenium sp, melon of Saint Caetano, pinnion-to-purge, Hypericum, poeja, me-nobody-can, among other.

The use of laxatives, because of problems of constipation is very common in pregnant women. This problem is related to the physiological changes resulting from pregnancy, as the action of specific hormones on intestinal motility28. Plants that effect with stimulant laxative anthraquinones has in its composition, senna (Senna alexandrina Mill - Fabaceae) is the laxative antitonic most used worldwide. Anthraquinones induce uterine contractions29, causing the increase in uterine blood flow, thereby enabling the risk of fetal loss. The same can also reach the breast milk and cause unwanted effects, such as diarrhea, the baby30.

Regarding stimulants of the central nervous system, there is caffeine, which is present in coffee beans (Coffea arábica) - Rubiaceae, yerba mate (Ilex paraguariensisSt.-Hil - Aquifoliaceae family), tea- black and green tea (Camellia sinensis(L.) - Theaceae family), cola (Cola nitida (Vent) Schott & Endl -. Sterculiaceae family) and guarana (Paullinia cupana Kunth - Sapindaceae family). Caffeine can cross the placental barrier, reducing blood flow to the placenta. Thus, their intake during pregnancy may be associated with fetal growth retardation, with a reduction in weight of newborn babies31. However, this fact is contradictory, according Clausson et al. (2002)31 and Bracken et al. (2003)32; this reduction can be confused with the effects of nicotine on the fetus, since smoking is related to the ingestion of large amounts of beverages containing caffeine.

Another species of medicinal plant with its action in the central nervous system is popularly cognized as hiperico or St. John's Wort (Hypericum perforatum L. - Guttiferae family) being used in the treatment of mild to moderate depression, having a profile superior to synthetic antidepressants reasonableness. There is disagreement among authors regarding the risks of using hiperico during pregnancy33,34. However, Gregoretti et al. (2004)35 reported from experiments in animals receiving extracts of H. perforatum during pregnancy, their offspring had severe kidney and liver damage. These lesions were also seen in pups whose mothers received only extracts during breastfeeding. Other studies that examined changes in growth, development, physical maturation and cognitive capacity of animals that were exposed to extracts hiperico during the prenatal period, showed no differentiation with respect to the animals who received placebo in the same period36. However, studies to date are not sufficient to ensure the safe use of this plant during pregnancy.

According Tsui et al. (2001)36, the main problem reported by pregnant women is sick. The ginger (Zingiber officinale Roscoe – Zingiberaceae family) is used to relieve morning sickness in pregnant women. In studies, it was administered ginger pregnancy in rats, it was observed that ginger above could cause loss of normal embryo, but also increase the weight of the remaining fetuses37. While studies of the toxic potential of ginger in pregnancy, some authors advocate its use. According to Amorim (2013)37, ginger may be more effective in treating nausea and vomiting in pregnancy, when compared to placebo. Already Beckew (1999)38, said pregnant women in India make use of ginger in food; there are no reports of adverse effects, and the use of the same in Chinese medicine for nausea, no contraindication.

The Ruta graveolens L. – Rutaceae Family recommended in folk medicine, as the plant that "force menstruation", is one of the most used by women for contraception or induced abortion39. Contains toxic and photosensitve substances. Your handling can cause dermatitis if exposure to the sun, besides presenting abortive activity 40. Starting at experiments in rats, anti-fertility and/ or contraceptive activity was observed when administered to an animal an extract of different plant parts. The ingestion of alcoholic extract, at high doses for rats during the pre-implantation period change caused cells from the blastocyst by reducing the number of cells and delaying embryonic development. It was also observed that when administered in the early organogenesis, the extract could cause fetal death29. Thus, if discouraging also been found that the use rue during pregnancy is extremely contraindicated its use in inducing abortion.

The Peumus boldus Molina - Monimiaceae family, known as bilberry-true, is originally from Chile and is commonly confused with the false Boldo (Coleus barbarus Benth Andrews - Lamiaceae), Brazil39. Bilberry is indicated as choleretic and cholagogue, being used in the treatment of hepatic disorders in general. In some experiments, in which the crude extract were administered the Peumus boldus to female rats from gestation was observed anatomical abnormalities in the fetus and in blastocysts41. Also was observed that the false-bilberry when administered to animals in the pre-implantation causes a large increase in embryonic loss. The false-bilberry presents a likely mechanism for the anti-implantation action with relaxing effect on tubal mobility, which interferes with the transport of the embryo to the uterus and its subsequent deployment35.

The plant popularly known as bush "buchinha", a lit-
tle bush (Luffa operculata (L.) Cogn. – família Cucurbitaceae), is distinguished among the ten most used plants as abortion in Brazil\(^9\). His dried fruit are indicated for rhinitis and sinusitis, being administered through inhalation and nasal drops solution, with recommendations for use that cause poisoning. Poisonings were recorded related to abortion attempts among women 19 to 26 years, and these records kept by the Toxicological Information Center of Santa Catarina State, between 1984 and 1997\(^43\). Recently, studies have shown that the result of decoction (decocion) of buchinha administered to female mice during the embryo implantation, the rate decreases denatalidade\(^29\).

The Symphytum officinale L. – Boraginaceae family, known as consolide or confreié originally from Europe and Asia. In countries of origin, the roots were used consolidates with healing purpose in outdoor use. More known as comfrey was popularly used to treat asthma, hepatitis, diabetes, gastritis and rheumatism, in an internal use\(^40\). In Brazil, in 1992 after the Ministry of Health (Ordinance No. 19, 30/01/1992) has banned evidence of their toxicity, the internal use of comfrey, restricting the indication of its products to external use, topic application\(^44\). From studies in rats, the roots and leaves of comfrey, showed carcinogenic and hepatotoxic action when administered chronically. Its toxicity is attributed to the presence of pyrrolizidine alkaloids, compounds known for their carcinogenic activity, hepatotoxic, teratogenic and mutagenic\(^45\).

The vine species known as "thousand-men" or vine "jarrinha" (Aristolochia triangularis Cham. – Aristolochiaceae family), is known for its wide variety of indications, such as stomach problems, fever, diarrhea, convulsions, anorexia and also has antiseptic and anti-inflammatory properties. Several authors of books on folk medicine attach to species of this genus, mutagenic, and carcinogenic effects abortifacients. After studies of the vine "thousand-men," noted the presence of toxic components, leading to banning the trade of products containing these components, even in highly diluted preparations used in homeopathy\(^12\).

Melon of St. Caetano (Momordica charantia L. – Cucurbitaceae family) is known for his action emenagogna, anthelmintic and purgative\(^30\). Tests on mice have shown that from the administration of glycoproteins (alpha and beta momorcharina) isolated from the seeds, the induction of abortion and inhibitory action on cell proliferation of the endometrium occurs and myometrium. In the study, intraperitoneal administration of beta-momorcharina the fourth and sixth days of gestation caused an inhibition of pregnancy; disrupts the pre-implantation and embryonic development, by blocking the incubation of embryos through the pellucid zone, the decrease in the incidence of effective attachment of the blastocyst, reduced growth of the trophoblast and suspend the development of the inner cell mass\(^12\).

The ginkgo biloba (Ginkgo biloba L. – Ginkgoaceae family) is indicated for cognitive disorders, recent memory loss, dizziness, headache, and emotional lability with anxiety, improving erectile dysfunction secondary to antidepressant treatments, increase peripheral blood flow in patients with diabetes mellitus, and improving the impaired hearing of patients by poor blood circulation in the ears. Can also decrease fertility between men and women. Thus, its use should be avoided by couples who want to have children. In turn, the adverse reactions related to pregnancy are hemorrhagic disorders, which can be result of chronic use of ginkgo as a result of increased hemorrhagic potential probably associated with the reduction of platelet aggregation by inhibiting the PAF (Platelet Aggregation factor) by “ginkgolides” components\(^46\).

4. CONCLUSION

The easy acceptance by the population of medicinal plants has led to a potential danger of self-medication. The main problem is related to using the belief that plant products are free of toxicity and adverse reactions, as they are natural.

The consumption of homemade dressings using parts of plants from many plant species known and seemingly harmless can cause us serious of the health of the mother and fetus. Thus, there is need for further information to pregnant women about the harmfulness of some medicinal plants administered during pregnancy. It is up to health professionals such as physicians, pharmacists, nurses, among others, be prepared to provide such clarification to the population.
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